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Analyzing Biases in Perception of Truth in News
Stories and Their Implications for Fact Checking
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Abstract—Misinformation on social media has become a critical problem, particularly during a public health pandemic. Most social
platforms today rely on users’ voluntary reports to determine which news stories to fact check first. Despite the importance, no prior
work has explored the potential biases in such a reporting process. This work proposes a novel methodology to assess how users
perceive truth or misinformation in online news stories. By conducting a large-scale survey (N=15,000), we identify the possible biases
in news perceptions and explore how partisan leanings influence the news selection algorithm for fact-checking. Our survey reveals
several perception biases or inaccuracies in estimating the truth level of stories. The first kind, called the total perception bias (TPB), is
the aggregate difference in the ground truth and perceived truth level. The next two are the false-positive bias (FPB) and false-negative
bias (FNB), which measure users’ gullibility and cynicality of a given claim. We also propose ideological mean perception bias (IMPB),
which quantifies a news story’s ideological disputability. Collectively, these biases indicate that user perceptions are not correlated with
the ground truth of new stories; users believe some stories to be more false and vice versa. This calls for the need to fact-check news
stories that exhibit the most considerable perception biases first, which the current voluntary reporting does not offer. Based on these
observations, we propose a new framework that can best leverage users’ truth perceptions to (1) remove false stories, (2) correct
misperceptions of users, or (3) decrease ideological disagreements. We discuss how this new prioritizing scheme can aid platforms to
significantly reduce the impact of fake news on user beliefs.

Index Terms—Perception of News, Fake News Detection, Fact Checking, Online Misinformation, Perception Bias
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1 INTRODUCTION

POLICYMAKERS, technologists and media watchdog
groups have frequently criticized social media sites

(e.g., Facebook and Twitter) for allowing misinformation
to spread unchecked on their platforms [1]. Such unabated
fake news spread has been linked to foreign meddling in
political elections [2], [3], riots and mass displacements [4],
and even loss of human lives [5].

To counter the propagation of fake news, prior research
works have attempted to develop tools to automatically
detect fake news, by identifying different linguistic features
employed by the fake news creators [6], by analyzing the
propagation patterns of different news stories in social me-
dia [7], or by checking a new content against a database of
known fake and real news [8], [9]. Despite these advances,
fully automated fake news detection mechanisms are yet
to replace human fact-checkers due to their limitations in
adapting to dynamic news contexts without human super-
vision [10], and for their lack of responsibility [11]. Though
social media outlets have adopted a mix of machine learning
methods to assist human decisions, it is still the human fact-
checkers who assign the final labels [12].
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For this purpose, the platforms have partnered with in-
dependent fact-checking outlets like Snopes, PolitiFact, Full-
Fact and FactCheck, who follow principled methods (e.g.,
Poynter’s Code of Principles1) to fact-check stories [12].
Stories deemed likely false by fact-checkers are then ranked
lower in users’ news feeds or timelines, significantly limit-
ing their future views [13], [14].

However, fact-checking by human experts is a highly
resource-constrained process. Even after automatically re-
moving near-duplicates to already fact-checked content [12],
it is not possible to check every new information getting cir-
culated on social media. Given the rate at which new infor-
mation is generated, and as more platforms and users rely
on fact-checking systems, the decision on which stories fact-
checkers should review first becomes a critical issue [15].
Thus, the most pertinent question that emerges in this
context is how should the platform decide which news stories are
check-worthy? Social media sites currently encourage their
users to report any news they encounter and perceive to be
fake [16], [17]. Stories reported as fake by numerous people
are then prioritized for validation. In essence, to counter the
proliferation of fake news, social media platforms are relying on
their users’ perceptions of the truthfulness of news to prioritize
stories for fact-checking.

Despite this reliance on user perceptions, no prior study
has focused on understanding how the crowd perceives
truth in news stories and how these perceptions affect the
detection and possible correction of online falsehoods. In
this work, we perform an in-depth analysis of users’ truth

1. https://ifcncodeofprinciples.poynter.org
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S1: Jared Kushner registered to 
vote as a woman in New York.

S2: Betsy Devos and her family
contributed millions of dollars to 
the campaings of Republican 
candidates.

S3: Attorney General Jeff Sessions
has investments in the private
prison industry.

S4: A video shows Bill Clinton 
saying that his wife Hilary Clinton 
'communed' with the spirit of 
Eleanor Roosevelt.

Fig. 1. Ground truth and perceived truth levels for six different news
stories. Here, ground truth level (shown as orange triangles on the x-
axis) of each news story is obtained from Snopes, and the perceived
truth levels are inferred by gathering the truth perceptions of 100
surveyed users.

perceptions of individual news stories – not news outlets as
in some related work [18] – by designing and validating a
novel truth perception test. Using this test, we solicit users’
truth perceptions for 150 stories that have already been fact-
checked, allowing us to compare the users’ perceptions to a
known ground truth level determined by fact-checkers.

Our comparison of users’ perceptions of truth and actual
ground truth reveals several discrepancies. To illustrate
them, consider the following six stories:
(S1) Jared Kushner registered to vote as a woman in New
York — Fact-checked as False
(S2) Betsy DeVos and her family contributed millions of
dollars to the campaigns of Republican candidates — Fact-
checked as True
(S3) Attorney General Jeff Sessions has investments in the
private prison industry — Fact-checked as Mostly False
(S4) A video shows Bill Clinton saying that his wife Hillary
Clinton ‘communed’ with the spirit of Eleanor Roosevelt —
Fact-checked as Mostly True
(S5) A U.S. surgeon who exposed “Clinton Foundation

corruption in Haiti” was found dead in his home under
suspicious circumstances — Fact-checked as False
(S6) President Trump’s administration shut down the White
House phone comment line — Fact-checked as Mostly False
Figure 1 shows users’ truth perceptions for these six stories,
along with their fact-checked ground truth levels, as deter-
mined by Snopes. The difference between the ground truth
and perceived truth levels highlights the need to account for
different perception biases.

First, the majority of users correctly inferred the truthful-
ness of stories S1 and S2. Since story S1 is perceived to be
false by most users, the claim will be reported by many and
thus likely to be prioritized by the social media platforms
for fact-checking. However, we assert that there is little to be
gained by fact-checking stories whose truth value is already
correctly judged by the crowds, just as there is little use in
fact-checking claims by news satire outlets like The Daily
Show and The Onion.

On the contrary, the figure shows biases in users’ truth
perceptions for stories S3 and S4, with significant differ-
ences between the truth levels perceived by users and the
ground truth. S3 reveals gullibility of users, where people
over-estimate the truth level of the story (i.e., false positive
bias), whereas S4 reveals users’ cynicality – people under-
estimate the truth level of the story (i.e., false negative bias).
Interestingly, S4 is more likely to be reported by users and
fact-checked with higher priority than S3. In fact, on today’s
social media platforms, the higher the false-positive bias in
the perceptions of a story, the less likely it is to be reported
and become a subject for fact-checking. Worse, currently
these platforms do not have mechanisms to reassure users
about the credibility of a true story like S4 that many users
mistakenly perceive as false (i.e., high false-negative bias),
even after the story is fact-checked.

Figures 1(a-d) also highlight disagreements between
users about the truthfulness of individual stories. These dis-
agreements are highly correlated with their political leaning.
Figures 1(e) and 1(f) show that users with different political
ideologies (e.g., Democrat and Republican-leaning users)
indeed perceive truth in news stories differently. People
are more likely to trust stories that confirm their political
beliefs, while they are more likely to distrust stories that
contradict their beliefs. Story S6, which attacks Donald
Trump’s administration, is ‘Mostly False’ as determined by
the expert fact-checkers. However, most users who identify
themselves as Democrats perceive this story to be accurate,
while most Republican users label it as false. On the other
hand, the story S5, which raises questions against Hillary
Clinton, is ‘False’ according to the expert fact-checkers.
Most Republican-leaning users perceive it to be accurate,
and Democrat users perceive it as false. These examples
highlight the pitfalls of ignoring biases in truth perceptions
when using them to prioritize stories for fact-checking.

In this paper, we propose a framework (shown in Fig-
ure 2) for social media platforms to prioritize stories for fact-
checking by effectively leveraging users’ truth perceptions
to satisfy three important objectives:

• O1. Removing false news from circulation.
False stories need to be fact-checked with higher
priority to restrict their circulation on social media
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Fig. 2. Overview of our proposed framework for social media platforms to prioritize stories for fact-checking by leveraging users’ truth
perceptions. The platforms should first gather users’ perceptions of truth for the news stories widely shared on the platform, using our
proposed Truth Perception Test (RQ1). Then they can pass these news stories, along with the users’ truth perceptions, to the prioritization
box (RQ2) and specify the prioritization objective. The prioritization box would then output a ranked list of news stories, based on the
platform’s chosen objective, which should be sent to the fact-checkers (RQ3).

platforms. Intuitively, this objective has been the
primary focus of social media platforms. Since the
truth values of stories are not known beforehand,
prior research efforts [6], [9], [19] have focused on
automatically detecting potentially false stories. Such
potential false stories can then be prioritized for fact-
checking.

• O2. Correcting the misperception of users. While
most of the prior work has argued for the removal
of false stories from social media platforms, legal
experts and free speech campaigners have compared
it to censorship [20]. To address such concerns, social
media platforms may want to prioritize and fact
check stories for which users’ perceived truth levels
are far from their ground truth levels, and flag these
stories rather than removing them altogether.

• O3. Decreasing the disagreement between different
users’ perceptions of truth. For society to have
fruitful debates in the public sphere, it is essential
to set a common ground for different sections of the
society. To ensure a common ground, the platforms
should identify topics that incur a significant degree
of disagreement and then prioritize them for fact-
checking to let people know the objective truth value
of the stories. In our experiments, such stories have
a high variance in truth perceptions reported by
different users, especially when they have different
ideological leanings.

Given this context, we focus on the following three research
questions in this paper:

• RQ1: How can we collect users’ perceptions of truth
in news stories in a robust manner?

• RQ2: How do the three objectives for fact-checking
compare to one another? Can they be satisfied simul-
taneously?

• RQ3: If a platform chooses an objective for prioritiz-
ing stories for fact-checking, how can the objective
be implemented by leveraging users’ perceptions of
truth in news stories?

Our contributions: While answering these questions, we
make three primary contributions in this paper.2

First is the methodological contribution. We develop a
new method for assessing users’ truth perceptions of news
stories (N=15,000). Our test asks users to rapidly assess (i.e.,
at the rate of a few seconds per story) how truthful or
untruthful the claims in a news story are. We conducted
our truth perception tests online and gathered truth percep-
tions of 100 Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) workers [22]
for every story. With different experiments, we prove the
robustness and efficacy of the proposed test.

Second is the empirical findings. Our exploratory analy-
ses of users’ truth perceptions yield several interesting find-
ings. For instance, (i) for many stories, the collective wisdom
of the crowd (average truth rating) differ significantly from
the actual truth of the story, i.e., the wisdom of crowds
is inaccurate; (ii) across different stories, we find evidence
for both false-positive perception bias (i.e., a gullible user
perceiving the story to be more true than it is in reality) and
false negative perception bias (i.e., a cynical user perceiving
a story to be more false than it is in reality); and (iii) users’
political ideologies (e.g., whether they support democrats vs.
republicans) influence their truth perceptions for the most
controversial stories (i.e., stories with high variance in truth
perception between users).

Third is the practical suggestions derived from data. Our
predictive analysis of users’ perception biases reveals the
limitations of current strategies for selecting a small set
of news stories to fact check, based on how many users
report the story as fake. We provide a proof of concept
simulation of how our truth perception test, coupled with a

2. This work is an extension of the abstract published at [21].
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SVM classifier can be used to achieve the three goals stated
earlier for prioritizing stories for fact-checking. We hope
that this study will spawn future research on the design
of mechanisms to signal the fact-checked label to the users
such that they are receptive to them. Such mechanisms,
aided by the understanding of users’ truth perceptions,
should be more helpful in curtailing the spread of fake news.

2 RELATED WORK

Over the recent years, a growing amount of efforts have
been put into detecting false information by analyzing large-
scale digitally logged user behavioral and social network
data on the web. False news include two kinds of informa-
tion types. The first kind is misinformation (i.e., a piece of
information that happens to be wrong). The second infor-
mation type is disinformation (i.e., a piece of information that
is intentionally manipulated to be wrong). In this section,
we briefly discuss the literature on false news in light of its
information types and detection methods.

2.1 Rumor Detection
Researchers have long investigated online rumors, a term
to describe claims that are yet to be verified as ‘true’ [23].
Based on the theoretical studies on characterizing online
rumor behaviors [24]–[27], computer science researchers
have developed rumor detection algorithms using features
across multiple categories. Machine learning models have
been tested based on features describing linguistic charac-
teristics and diffusion patterns of rumors [19], [28], [29].
Kwon et al. [7] compared classification capabilities across
such multiple feature categories and built an algorithm that
achieves a competitive accuracy at an early stage of rumor
spreading. Another line of studies proposed deep learn-
ing approaches to detect rumors without a labor-intensive
feature engineering. Ma et al. [30] proposed a RNN-based
algorithm to learn sequential information on online rumor
spreading. From experiments on Twitter and Weibo, their
approach outperformed existing feature-based algorithms
and further tackled early detection problems. Other newly
proposed deep learning models combine temporal activity
patterns of spreaders and source characteristics into existing
features. In particular, a model called CSI [9] showed the
state-of-the-art performance in detecting rumors on social
media.

2.2 Identification of Clickbaits
Presentation of false news often takes a sensational form to
attract readers by using a psychological technique known
as the curiosity gap [31], [32]. Such sensational stories are
known as clickbait, and recent studies have focused on
identifying clickbait articles, where news headlines and the
associated body text have a discordance relationship [33].
Chakraborty et al. [31] developed an SVM model that
predicts clickbait articles based on linguistic patterns. On
the same dataset, another group suggested a neural net-
work approach that measures textual similarities between
the headline and the first paragraph [34]. Further research
works have attempted stance detection in different news
articles [35], [36], trying to correlate the usage of clickbait
articles and the ideological leaning of the media houses.

2.3 Fake News Detection

Detecting fake news is a challenging task even for human
evaluators. A crowdsourced study has shown that human
annotators gain marginal improvements (66%) over ran-
dom guesses (50%) [37]. Such findings justify the need
for an automated fact-checking system that can process
and remember more information than human evaluators.
Such automated methods to detect fake news can employ
different approaches based on the content, source, or the
propagation pattern of fake news.

2.3.1 Content-based methods
One way to assess the authenticity of news is to evaluate its
content, such as text or images. Traditional machine learning
frameworks used a set of manually selected features at
various language levels such as lexicon, syntax, semantic,
and discourse-level to detect fake news [38]–[40]. Later,
by embedding text [41] and images as news content to
word-level [42] or pixel matrix, well-trained neural network
models have been used to extract latent textual and visual
features of news content, a given news is classified as true
or fake news. Studies as in [43] propose a neural network-
based model to automatically find mismatches in text and
image of an online post (i.e., clickbait detection).

2.3.2 Propagation-based methods
Malicious spreaders can easily manipulate the content-
based methods that are being used for detecting fake news.
Thus, several studies focus on other methods; for example,
[44] claim that fake news has different patterns compared
to true news, such as having high informality and diversity
as well as being more emotional. Authors in [45] observed
that fake news spreads through social media with different
patterns compared to true news. Several cascade features
such as cascade size, cascade breadth, cascade depth, struc-
tural virality (Average distance among all pairs of nodes in a
cascade), node degree, spread speed, and cascade similarity
are used to classify the news as fake or true [45]–[47]. Au-
thors in [48] and [49] developed recursive neural networks
based on news cascades to classify the news. Many recent
works have developed several models, like SIRS, SIS, SEIR,
epidemic SEIR, and etc.to model rumor spreading in online
social networks in which the goal is to detect and eliminate
fake news [50]–[53].

2.3.3 Source-based methods
Some approaches attempt to detect fake news by focus-
ing on the credibility of its source, covering not only the
sources that create and publish the news but also the
sources that spread the news stories [54]–[56]. Assessing
a few outlets’ credibilities, such as traditional mass me-
dia or popular news publishers in social media, might
be useful. Sitaula et al. [57] constructed the collaboration
network of news authors in which they show that the
networks are homogeneous, meaning that the fake-news
authors are more densely connected. True news authors
are also strongly connected, while there is a weak connec-
tion across the groups. Multiple independent efforts also
show the credibility of news sources; examples include Me-
dia Bias/Fact Check (www.mediabiasfactcheck.com) or
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Claim:

Sen. John McCain's vote against a 'skinny repeal' health care proposal stoppted 
attempts to repeal the Affordable Care Act for FY '17.

Please give your rating for this claim. 

Continue to nex Claim
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Mostly True

Mixture
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Fig. 3. An example of the survey question that we used for perform-
ing Truth Perception Tests for the news claims in our dataset.

NewsGuard (www.newsguardtech.com, which provide
the list of news sources with their credibility based on a
different point of view such as political leaning. However,
every social media user can be a source of news, and
they might be malicious users (who intentionally spread
fake news the same as bots) or vulnerable normal users
(who spread fake news unintentionally without recognizing
the falsehood). Several works detect malicious bots using
groups of features such as network, user, friend, temporal,
content, sentiment [58], [59].

2.3.4 Reliance on human fact-checking
Despite such advancements in automated fake news de-
tection methods, in the context of misinformation research
and practice taken by major platforms, algorithmic scores
on information veracity remain as “suggestions” and the
final labels on true or false are still made by the human fact-
checkers (see [12]–[14] for Facebook, [14], [60] for Instagram,
and [17], [61] for Twitter). Facebook in their fake new
detection policy page [13] mentions how they label false
information relying on third-party fact-checkers. Facebook
partners with almost 35 fact-checking outlets in 24 coun-
tries [62]. Similarly, Twitter also claimed that they rely on
trusted partners to identify content that is likely to result in
offline harm [17], [61]. Researchers have called for Twitter
and all other platforms to reach out more to fact-checkers
and work with them for these kinds of actions [63]. How-
ever, fact-checking by human experts is a highly resource-
constrained process. Full-Fact, one of the Facebook fact-
checkers partners, claimed that the process becomes slower
because Facebook provides them a list of news that users
flagged, and many of them may be just opinions or not
harmful [16]. In this paper, we focus on the pitfalls of
such prioritization strategies for fact checking. In the next
section, we introduce the data and methodology used for
such prioritization.

3 DESIGNING TRUTH PERCEPTION TESTS

In this section, we address the first research question (RQ1)
of how one can design a test that allows to measure users’
perceptions of truth in a robust manner.

3.1 Methodology
As mentioned in the introduction, we designed Truth Per-
ception Tests (TPTs) that can be used to assess how users

DRAFT

Fig. 3. Mapping ground truth labels of news stories on a scale between -1.0 and + 1.0.
The number of news stories collected corresponding to different ground truth labels
for our three datasets are also indicated in the figure.

2. PolitiFact dataset: The second dataset was collected from the fact
checking website PolitiFact, which categorizes news stories into
six ground truth labels – Pants on fire, False, Mostly False, Half
True, Mostly True, and True.‡‡‡ We mapped these ground truth
labels on a scale between -1.0 and +1.0, as shown in Figure 3.
Again, we collected the 30 most recently fact checked news
stories from each ground truth label, getting a total of 180 claims.
In this dataset, each claim is associated with a source (person
or organization) which made the claim, and this source is also
shown to the users while performing Truth Perception Tests.

3. Rumors dataset: The third dataset consists of 30 rumor and 30
non-rumor claims from a prior study (3), with a total of 60 claims.
Here the rumors have been mapped to a score of -1.0 and the
non-rumors to +1.0, as shown in Figure 3.

Across the three datasets we collected a total of 390 news stories
for performing our Truth Perception Tests.

Gathering Users’ Implicit Truth Perceptions. By conducting the
Truth Perception Tests as AMT surveys, we gathered the truth percep-
tions of 100 AMT master workers (4) from the US for each news story
in our dataset. We observed that the average time the AMT workers
took to rate their perceived truth levels of a story are 11, 12 and 9.2
seconds for Snopes, PolitiFact and Rumors datasets respectively. This
observation confirms that users gave rapid responses for our tests for
measuring their implicit truth perceptions, which is a hallmark of
implicit tests.

We varied two factos for collecting the truth perceptions: (i) Which
users are best for performing the truth perception tests? (Master AMT
workers, ordinary AMT workers, or representative sample of US
population using SSI) (ii) Do monetary incentives lower (/change) the
perception biases of users?

@Reza - Please add the consolidated figures and tables we dis-
cussed for the above questions.

Limitations:. At the end of our AMT survey, we also asked the workers
for their demographic information including their political leanings.
Out of the workers who took our tests, 53.7% were democrats, 20.4%
republicans, 21.6% neutral and 4.2% did not disclose their leaning.
A limitation of our dataset is that the demographic distributions of
workers may not be representative of the offline population. However,
we can still draw many important observations from this data. Also,
since we rely on the workers to tell us their political leaning, our data
may suffer from self-reportage problem. In the future, we plan to re-
peat the experiments with demographically representative set of users

‡‡‡http://www.politifact.com/

using the participant pool of a US survey company to overcome these
limitations and to also study the impact of users’ other demographic
characteristics on their perceptions of truth in news.

Measures of Perception Bias

By perception bias (PB) of a user U for a news story S, we refer to
the error or deviation between the ground truth level (GTL) of the
story S and the user U’s perceived truth level (PT LU ) of the story S.
Therefore, for each story we have two associated truth levels:

• Ground Truth-Level (GTL): It is given by the ground truth labels
for news stories in each dataset and takes a value between -1.0
and + 1.0. The closer the GTL is to -1.0, the more false the story
has been labeled and the closer it to +1.0, the more true the story
has been labeled by the fact checking websites.

• Perceived Truth-Level (PTL): It is the aggregated value of indi-
vidual users’ truth perceptions (PT Lu) for a story S, and is given
by:

PTL(S) =

N
Â

u=1
PT Lu(S)

N
[1]

where N is the total number of users whose truth perceptions for
the story S are being aggregated. The closer the value of PTL(S)
is to -1.0, the more the users perceive story S to be false and the
closer it is to +1.0 the more the users perceive it to be true.

Based on these truth levels of each story, we compute the following
measures to aggregate the individual perception biases of a set of users
for each news story:

• Mean Perception Bias (MPB) of a story measures the error in
the collective perceptions of users (i.e., wisdom of the crowds)
in assessing the truth level of a story. Therefore, the Mean Per-
ception Bias for a story S is given by:

MPB(S) = PT L(S)�GT L(S) [2]

• False Positive Bias (FPB) of a story S measures the gullibility
of users in their perception of the truth level of the story, i.e.,
how much the users have over-estimated the truth level of the
story by rating it to be more true than it is according to ground
truth. False Positive Bias of a story S is computed as follows:

FPB(S) =

8
><
>:

Ngullible
Â

u=1
(PT Lu(S)�GT L(S))

N ,when PT Lu(S) > GTL(S)
0,otherwise

[3]

Here Ngullible is the number of gullible users, i.e., users whose
perceived truth level (PT Lu(S)) is greater (more true) than the
ground truth level (GTL(S)) of the story.

• False Negative Bias (FNB) of a story S measures the cynicality
of users in their perception of the truth level of the story, i.e.,
how much the users have under-estimated the truth level of the
story by rating it to be less true than it is according to the ground
truth. False Negative Bias of a story S is computed as follows:

Lead author last name et al. PNAS | June 22, 2018 | vol. XXX | no. XX | 3

Fig. 4. Mapping truth labels of news stories on a scale between -1.0
and + 1.0. The number of stories collected for each ground truth label
are also indicated.

implicitly perceive truth in news stories — i.e., Perceived
Truth Level (PTL). We perform TPTs as online surveys. While
we did not limit our respondents to a specific time frame,
we strongly encouraged them to respond rapidly by giving
them the following instructions at the start of the test: “Please
do not conduct any web search or use any online/offline resources
for verifying or validating the claim presented to you. Please use
your best judgment (your instinctive gut based guess within a
few seconds) to label the claims.” On average, our respondents
gave their truth perception responses for each claim within
10 seconds.

To gather truth perceptions, we showed respondents a
news claim and asked them to label the claim as either
‘True’, ‘Mostly True’, ‘Mixture’, ‘Mostly False’ and ‘False’, as
shown in the example depicted in Fig. 3. We mapped these
five perceived truth level (PTL) choices to a scale between -
1.0 and +1.0. By aggregating the answers given by each user
u for a news story S, PTLu(S), we compute the aggregate
perceived truth level, PTL(S), of the story as follows:

PTL(S) =
1

N

N∑

u=1

PTLu(S) (1)

where N is the total number of users whose truth percep-
tions for the story S are being aggregated.

3.2 Data Collection

The news claims utilized in the TPTs were drawn from news
stories that had been professionally fact-checked by Snopes
and thus we know their ground truth level. Snopes uses
the same set of labels that we used as our answer choices
to categorize news stories: ‘False’, ‘Mostly False’, ‘Mixture’,
‘Mostly True’, and ‘True’. Again, we mapped these truth
categories on a scale between -1.0 and +1.0, as shown in
Fig. 4. In January 2018, from the claims labeled under the
Politics topic category by Snopes, we selected 30 recently
fact checked news stories for each truth category to get a
total of 150 stories. The ground truth level for each story S,
GTL(S), is given by the value of the truth category assigned
by Snopes for that story.

We ran our validated truth perception tests on Amazon
Mechanical Turk (MTurk), collecting a total of 15,000 re-
sponses. Each MTurk worker saw 50 claims and no worker
could take the survey more than once. Any Mturk worker
over the age of 18 who resided in the US was eligible to
participate in our survey.

3.3 Test Design Validation

To ensure that our TPTs are maximally robust to variations
in deployment and a broad set of potential survey biases,
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Surveys χ2 dependency
of Dist-ANS and Acc

Correlation
of TBT

MTurk Masters
& MTurk naive

χ-value:0.0
p-value=1.0 0.90

MTurk naive
& SSI workers

χ-value:0.0
p-value=1.0 0.89

7-pt scale
& 6-pt scale

χ-value:0.0
p-value=1.0 0.94

7-pt scale
& 5-pt scale

χ-value:0.0
p-value=1.0 0.98

5-pt scale & incentive
and 5-pt scale

χ-value:0.0
p-value=1.0 0.85

7-pt scale & incentive
and 7-pt scale

χ-value:0.0
p-value=1.0 0.92

TABLE 1
Survey variation effects: We evaluate the similarity between the

distribution of answers to each survey using a χ2 test of
independence. χ-values and p-values for all tests are close to 0 and 1
respectively. The first two rows depict the results on sample effects.

The subsequent two rows show the Answer choice effect. The
bottom two rows correspond to Satisficing and Incentive effects.

we conducted multiple micro-experiments. In these micro-
experiments we evaluated how, if at all, different test de-
signs may influence our results. Specifically, we evaluated
three types of effects: Sample Effects, Answer Choice Effects,
Satisficing and Incentive Effects.

3.3.1 Sample Effects
Literature on survey methodology [64]

reports that expert respondents may answer certain sur-
vey questions differently than naive respondents. Addi-
tionally, demographic composition of the survey sample is
known to affect the generalizability of results [65]. There-
fore, to account for such sample effects, we compare two
survey variations: we run the test (i) using Amazon Me-
chanical Turk (MTurk) Masters (i.e., expert participants) [22]
versus naive MTurk workers, both from the US, and, (ii) us-
ing a census-representative sample of participants recruited
by Survey Sampling International3 (SSI participants) versus
the MTurk Masters.

We evaluate the similarity between the distribution of
answers to the survey variations using a χ2 test of indepen-
dence. Table 1 shows that the χ-values and p-values for all
tests are close to 0 and 1 respectively, which depicts that
both distributions of answering and accuracy of judgments
are independent (i.e., they fail to reject the null hypothesis
H0) of types of survey respondents (first and second rows
in Table 1). The last column in Table 1 shows that there is
a high correlation between Total Perception Bias (TPB) of
claims of different surveys with different worker samples.
Similar values of TPB for particular claims in different sur-
veys confirm that our measure is robust against the sample
effects.

Note that, Total Perception Bias (TPB) of a story S
captures the total error (gullibility or cynicality) in the users’
perceptions of truth levels of the story, and is given by

TPB(S) =
1

N

N∑

u=1

|PTLu(S)−GTL(S)| (2)

where N is the total number of users whose truth percep-
tions of the story S are being aggregated.

3. https://surveysampling.com

3.3.2 Answer Choice Effects
It has been reported previously [66] that Likert scale length
(e.g., even or odd numbers of answer choices, where scales
with an odd number of answer choices include a “middle”
neutral option), may effect the strength of participants’
responses. We compared the effects of using a 6 and 7
point Likert item scale. Additionally, the text labels of the
Likert answer choices may also affect respondents’ answers
to survey questions4. To examine this effect, we compared
the effect of using the Snopes’ labels (see Fig. 3) with an
alternate 7 point scale ("I can confirm it to be true", “Very
likely to be true”, “Possibly true”, “Can’t tell”, “Possibly
false”, “Very likely to be false”, and “I can confirm it to be
false”) and 6 point scale (which excluded the “Can’t tell”
option from the 7 point scale). We evaluated the answer
choice effects by comparing 6, 7 point scale with Snopes’ 5
point scale.

Table 1 (third and fourth rows) depicts that both dis-
tributions of answering and accuracy of judgments are
independent (fail to reject H0) of the types of answer choices
in the surveys. A significantly high correlation between TPB
of claims of different surveys with different answer choices
is shown in the last column.

3.3.3 Satisficing and Incentive Effects
Satisficing [68] is a commonly observed survey response
effect in which respondents select what they consider to be
the minimum acceptable answer, without fully considering
their true feelings. Surveys such as our TPTs may be at
particular risk of satisficing because they encourage quick
responses. Thus, we explored the effect of incentivizing
participants to provide correct answers to evaluate whether
satisficing may be affecting our test results.

To investigate the impact of satisficing and incentives,
we designed a survey in which we gave respondents in-
centives for answering correctly. At the beginning of the
survey, we told the participants: "In addition to the amount
promised for the task, for each of your judgements which
CORRECTLY matches the actual truth status of the claims,
we will pay you 5 cents as a bonus. For example, if you
judge a claim to be ‘True’, or ‘Mostly True’, and the claim is
actually true, then you’ll get 5 cents for the claim. Similarly,
to get the bonus for an actual false claim, it should be judged
by you as ‘False’ or ‘Mostly False’. Finally if you judged
the claim as ‘Mixture’ and the claim actually is mixture or
mostly true/mostly false you will earn bonus." To ensure
that participants do not use online or offline resources to
estimate the truthfulness of the claims we showed a timer
in each page and told them: "If your judgment for each
question takes more than 15 seconds then there would not
be any bonus, even if you answer the question correctly."

To test whether incentivizing has any effect, we com-
pare the results of the incentivized survey with the unin-
centivized one. The last two rows in Table 1 shows that
incentivizing does not affect the survey results. We found no
statistically significant differences across the survey varia-
tions for the proportion of correct answers. Additionally, we

4. Keeping text labels on Likert item points has been advocated as
the best practice in multiple prior works [67], hence we do not examine
the omission of text labels.
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Fig. 5. Accuracy of judgments (wisdom of crowd) for different
design surveys.

observed statistically significant high-correlation between
our proposed measure of TPB, computed for our survey
variations, with the Pearson correlation coefficients ranging
from 0.90 to 0.96. Figure 5 depicts that the wisdom of the
crowd (accuracy of judging by users) is very similar across
different survey variations.

Figure 6 summarizes the results of comparing TPB test
variations, which show very similar results across variants.
We thus conclude that our test is relatively robust and
consequently useful for application in industry settings and
future research on content misperceptions.
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Fig. 6. Total Perception Bias (TPB) for different design surveys.

3.3.4 Limitations
While we validate our truth perception tests extensively to
ensure they are robust against design variations, our method
does have some limitations. When users encounter and flag
false news stories on the social media platforms, they are not
only exposed to the claim or headline, but also to the source
of the article, the images from the article, summary snippet
or text of the article, and additional context for instance likes
or shares for the story etc. Our controlled experiments do
capture the effect of the claim (or headline) of the news
stories on the users, but they do not capture the effects
of other factors as yet, and a promising direction of future
work would be to design controlled experiments to measure
the impact of the other factors.

4 COMPARING THE PRIORITIZATION OBJECTIVES

This section addresses the second research question (RQ2)
of how the three objectives of fact-checking compare to
one another. As discussed earlier, social media sites today
prioritize stories based on the number of reports they re-
ceive from users flagging a piece of content as false. This

Biases in Users’ Truth Perceptions: Cynicality
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Pe
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S3

Fig. 7. Sample stories from Fig. 1. Perceived Truth Level is determined
by averaging truth perceptions of 100 AMT workers. Ground Truth
Level is determined by Snopes.

approach assumes that false stories will receive more reports
from users than true stories and hence will be fact checked
with higher priority than true stories. Figure 7 depicts
the perceived truth levels of the six stories mentioned in
Introduction, versus their ground truth levels as determined
by Snopes.

Under the current strategy, the priority order would be
S1, S4, S5, S6, S3, and then S2, while the desired ranking
to satisfy the first objective (removing false news stories
by ranking according to GTL) would be S1, S5, S6, S3, S4,
and then S2. Thus the current strategy does not satisfy this
objective satisfactorily. Based on our analysis of users’ truth
perceptions, we identified two additional objectives for fact
checking stories: O2 (correcting users’ misperceptions) and
O3 (decreasing disagreement among users). Thus, we also
seek to evaluate: Does the current strategy satisfy O2 or O3?
Are these three objectives (O1, O2 and O3) compatible and can
one strategy address them simultaneously?

For comparisons, we prioritize the six stories according
to every objective. For objective O2, we use the metric of
Total Perception Bias (TPB) to rank the stories, where TPB
captures the aggregate deviation of perceived truth level
(aggregated over N users) from the ground truth level of a
story S that we discussed earlier. To rank stories according
to O3, we can either rank news stories using Disputability
(i.e., the variance in the individual truth perceptions of
users) or according to Ideological Mean Perception Bias
(IMPB) which captures the difference in truth perceptions
of different ideological groups (Democrats and Republican
in this case), given by

IMPB(S) =|MPBDem(S)−MPBRep(S)| (3)

where, MPB(S) = PTL(S) - GTL(S), measures the error in
the collective perceptions of users in assessing the truth level
of a story.
When we rank the example stories based on the three objec-
tives using these metrics, we get different priority orders:

• Priority order to satisfy O1: S1,S5,S6,S3,S4,S2
• Priority order to satisfy O2: S4,S5,S3,S6,S2,S1
• Priority order to satisfy O3 (Disputability):

S3,S5,S6,S2,S1,S4
• Priority order to satisfy O3 (IMPB): S5,S6,S1,S4,S3,S2
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O1 and O2 O1 and O3 O2 and O3
Spearman’s ρ 0.31 -0.05 -0.01

TABLE 2
Correlation between rankings to satisfy different objectives.

Moreover, when we consider the full dataset of all 150
news stories and rank them according to each objective, we
observe little correlation between the rankings according to
these different objectives. Table 2 presents the Spearman’s
rank correlation coefficient ρ5 between stories ranked by
different objectives. While we can observe some association
of ranks between O1 and O2, there is almost no association
(ρ close to 0) between the other pairs of objectives. Thus, we
can conclude that these three objectives are incompatible, and
can not be satisfied simultaneously.

Thus, platform providers must chose one objective over
the others to prioritize stories. The choice of objective will
mean that an entirely different set of potentially “fake” news
stories will remain unverified. To illustrate this effect, Fig. 8
displays the top five news stories, ranked by each objective.
Thus, special care needs to be taken by the platforms to
finalize the design of their fact checking exercise.

5 OPERATIONALIZING DIFFERENT OBJECTIVES
USING TRUTH PERCEPTIONS

This section investigates the final research question (RQ3) of
how social media platforms may prioritize stories for fact-
checking based on their users’ perceptions of truth in news
stories.

5.1 Decreasing disagreement among different users’
truth perceptions (O3)
We start by describing the easiest objective to operationalize
(O3). The goal is to prioritize stories that have the highest
disagreement in user truth perceptions. We quantify the dis-
agreement in users’ perceptions as the disputability of news
stories, i.e., the variance in the individual truth perceptions
of users. The platform can collect users’ truth perceptions
and rank the stories according to their disputability to
satisfy O3.

If the ideological leanings of the users assessing the
stories are known then the stories which have a maximum
disagreement in the perceptions of users with different
ideologies can be prioritized. We capture such differences in
assessment as the Ideological Mean Perception Bias (IMPB)
of a story, as defined earlier. Most social media platforms,
such as Facebook and Twitter, have detailed information
about their users via users’ explicit inputs or behavior on
these platforms, including information on their potential
ideological leaning. Therefore, platforms could compute the
IMPB of a story to assist in fact checking prioritization.

Further, even in the absence of such information about
the ideological leanings of users, it is possible to achieve
O3. We found that the disputability of stories is moderately
correlated (Pearson Correlation: 0.38) with IMPB. Thus, pri-
oritizing stories by disputability also prioritizes stories with
higher variation in perception between users with different
ideological leanings.

5. The value of ρ ranges between +1 (positive correlation) and −1
(negative correlation), with 0 denoting no correlation.

5.2 Correcting the misperception of users (O2)

To correct users’ misperceptions, we need to quantify the
extent to which users incorrectly perceive the truth of a
story. To do so, we use the previously defined Total Per-
ception Bias (TPB) metric to measure the aggregated error
(gullibility or cynicality) in users’ perceptions of a story S.
Ranking stories by TPB prioritizes misperceived stories: sto-
ries where users’ perceived truth levels (PTL) differ widely
from the ground truth level (GTL) of the story. However, to
compute TPB, we must know GTL, which is not available in
practice. Here, we propose an alternative approach: training
a supervised learning classifier that classifies a story as
having either high or low TPB. To design such a classifier,
we need the GTL of a small set of stories that have been
labeled as high or low TPB for generating the training data.
Then, TPB can be predicted for a larger set of stories for
which GTLs may not be known.

As an illustration, we construct a classifier to predict the
TPB values for the 150 stories we studied in this work. We
label a news story to have ‘High TPB’ if it has a TPB value
above the median TPB value, or ‘Low TPB’ if it has a value
lower than the median. We split our dataset of 120 claims,
and consider 80% of the data (96 claims) as the training
dataset and the remaining 20% (24 claims) as the test dataset.
Using this ground truth dataset, we train four types of
classifiers (Linear SVM, Naive Bayes, Logistic Regression,
and Random Forest). Our feature set includes the mean,
median, variance, and skew of perceptions of users with
different demographic features such as ‘Political Ideology’,
‘Age’, ‘Gender’, ‘Education’, ‘Employment’, ‘Income’, and
‘Marital status’ (Table 3 shows the distribution of different
demographic attributes). Applying feature ranking with
recursive feature elimination, we observed that the best set
of features includes ‘Political Ideology’, and ‘Income’.

For evaluation, we use 5-fold cross-validation. In each
test, the original sample is partitioned into 5 sub-samples,
out of which 4 are used as training data, and the remaining
one is used for testing the classifier. The process is then
repeated 5 times, with each of the 5 sub-samples used
exactly once as the test data, thus producing 5 results. The
entire 5-fold cross-validation was then repeated 20 times
with different seeds used to shuffle the original dataset,
thus producing 100 different results. The results reported
are average accuracies across these 100 runs, along with the
90% confidence interval.

We observe an average prediction accuracy of 82% (us-
ing Linear SVM & Random Forest classifiers), with 90%
confidence interval of 0.09%, illustrating the potential for
satisfying O2 given a small ground truth dataset.

In the second column of Table 4, we depict the perfor-
mance as the average accuracy across the 100 runs along
with the 90% confidence interval of the four types of super-
vised classifiers for our prediction task, using the best set of
features (including ’Political ideology’ and ’Income’) deter-
mined by feature ranking with recursive feature elimination.
As shown in the table, we achieve maximum accuracy of
82%.

Note that our prediction algorithm for TPB of news sto-
ries is based only on users’ truth perceptions and their basic
demographic attributes. We believe, predictive performance
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Removing false news stories

Then-Secretary of State Clinton 
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secrect plane-side meeting in 2009.

Melania Trump 'liked' a tweet that 
poked fun at her relationship with her 
husband, President Donald Trump.

an illustration of a crowing rooster and the slogan 
White Supremacy.

 

Correcting the misperception of 
the users

Decreasing disagreement amongst 
different users' perceptionsO3:O2:O1:

Top 5 news stories ranked by different prioritization objectives 

An 'illegal immigrant' was convicted of 
voter fraud for voting multiple times for
 Hillary Clinton.

with Trump's campaign slogan.

The national debt saw a 'surprising' 
decline of $102 billion between 20 
January and 27 July 2017.

Redesigned challenge coins given 
out by President Trump replaced the 
familiar 'E pluribus unum' motto 

The official logo of the Alabama 
Democratic Party, adopted in 1904 
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Sen. John McCain's vote against a
'skinny repeal' health care proposal
stopped attempts to repeal the 

Affordable Care Act for FY '17.
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a letter to Trump predicting he would 
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decided to run for office.

President Trump inherited a White 
House infested with cockroaches due to 
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Barack Obama.
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Trump is making 'robocalls' threatening 
people who criticize him online.

President Donald Trump has targeted 
the family of California Senate President 
Pro Tempore Kevin de León for 
deportation.

After only nine months in office, 
President Trump and family had already 
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amounting to one-and-a-half times as

much as President Obama and family spent in the 
eight years of the latter's presidency.
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a woman in New York.

President Trump ordered the White 
House bathed in blue light to honor 
fallen police officers, something 
President Obama 'refused' to do.

Fig. 8. The top 5 ranked news stories prioritized according to the three objectives of social media platforms for selecting stories for fact
checking. The low overlap between the three ranked lists highlights the complementary nature of the objectives.

Demographic attribute Attribute values

Political ideology Conservative (21%), Moderate (24%), Liberal (55%)
Age 18-24 (7.5%), 25-34 (36%), 35-44 (30%), 45-54 (15%), 55-64 (8.5%), 65-74 (3%)
Gender Female (48%), Male (52%)

Education degree
College graduate bs/ba or other 4year degree (43%), Postgraduate training or professional schooling after college (10%)
Toward a masters degree or PhD law or medical school (12%), Some college associate degree no 4 year degree (16%),
High school graduate grade 12 or certificate (12%), Technical trade or vocational school after high school (7%)

Employment
In full-time work permanent (59%), In full-time work temp contract (2%), Retired (1%), Unemployed (4%),
In part-time work permanent (4%), In part timework temp contract (3%), Part-time work part-time student (4%),
Self-employed (23%)

Income Under 10000 (6%), 10000-20000 (18%), 20001-30000 (22%), 30001-40000 (14%), 40001-50000 (9%), 50001-60000 (12%),
60001-70000(9%), 70001-100000 (7%), 100001-150000 (2%), 150001 or more (1%)

Marital status Married (29%)„ Living with partner (12%), Divorced (9%), Widowed & Separated (2%), Single (48%)

TABLE 3
Demographic attributes of the Amazon Mechanical Turk workers who participated in the Truth Perception Test. Values in the parenthesis

express the demographic distribution.

could be further improved by including more detailed de-
mographic and behavioral features, typically available to the
social media platforms.

5.3 Removing false news from circulation (O1)

Finally, to operationalize O1, social media platforms need to
prioritize false stories for fact-checking. We examined two
methods that leverage the users’ truth perceptions (PTL) to
estimate the ground truth levels of news stories. For both
the methods, we need a labeled ground truth dataset, so we
label all the stories annotated to be ‘True’ or ‘Mostly True’
by Snopes to be ‘True’, while labeling all stories annotated to
be ‘False’ or ‘Mostly False’ by Snopes as ‘False’. Ignoring the
stories labeled ‘Mixture’, we were left with a labeled dataset
of 60 ‘True’ stories and 60 ‘False’ stories.

We first took a “wisdom of crowds” approach and es-
timated the GTL using the average PTL value for the 100
workers who assessed the story. We considered stories with
a positive average PTL to be ‘True’, while negative ones to
be ‘False’. We observed that we correctly assess the truth
labels for 67% of stories in our ground truth labeled dataset.
Additionally, when we rank stories by PTL and GTL, respec-
tively, we observe a moderate ranking correlation of 0.4.

Alternatively, similar to O2, we trained supervised clas-
sifiers to predict the truth value (‘True’ or ‘False’) of a story.
Using the same set of classifiers, feature set and experimen-
tal setup as O2, we achieve an average accuracy of 70%
(using Linear SVM & Random Forest classifiers) across the
100 runs, with a 90% confidence interval of 0.7%. In first
column of Table 4, we depict the performance as the average
accuracy across the 100 runs along with the 90% confidence
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Predicting GTL Predicting TPB
Linear SVM 0.7±0.007 0.82±0.009
Naive Bayes 0.67±0.008 0.78±0.008

Logistic Regression 0.68±0.010 0.79±0.008
Random Forest 0.7±0.009 0.82±0.010

TABLE 4
Prediction results using different types of supervised methods for

the two tasks of predicting GTL and TPB. Performance of each
classifier is reported as the average accuracy across the 100 runs

along with the 90% confidence intervals.

interval of the four types of supervised classifiers for our
prediction task.

Operationalizing O1 proved to be very challenging, as
also demonstrated by the amount of prior research on auto-
matically identifying “fake” news stories in recent times [6],
[8], [9], [9], [23], [24], [28], [37], [43], [69]–[71]. While we
only achieve limited success in operationalizing O1, further
improvements could be potentially made in the future,
if we can gather more information such as the network
structure [23], [37], [71], [72] or engagement of users while
sharing the news [9], [37], [72].

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we thoroughly examined how users perceive
truth in news stories by developing novel and robust truth
perception tests, where users are asked to rapidly assess
how true or false the claims in a news story are. We vali-
dated our tests against deployment variations and common
survey biases such as sample effects, answer choice effects,
and satisficing and incentive effects. For our dataset of 150
news claims collected from Snopes.com, we performed our
truth perception tests online on the AMT platform to collect
users’ perceptions of truth in news stories (N=15,000).

Leveraging the users’ truth perceptions, we propose a
novel framework for prioritizing stories for fact checking,
with three potential, competing objectives: (i) removing false
news stories from circulation, (ii) correcting the misper-
ception of the users, and (iii) decreasing the disagreement
between different users’ perceptions of truth. Using a com-
bination of user perceptions elicited using our truth per-
ception tests, users’ demographic features, and supervised
machine learning methods, we provide operationalization
strategies that utilize users’ truth perceptions to achieve the
above objectives for prioritizing stories for fact-checking.

We believe that our findings will help inform the design
of mechanisms for selecting stories to fact check. They
can aid social media platform providers and fact-checking
organizations to combat fake news more efficiently.
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